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Abstract

Extreme programming (XP) is the most well known

agile software development method. Many experience

reports have been published in recent years. Successful

XP adoptions have however been criticized for the lack of

concrete data. While some exist, the studies are often

difficult to compare due to different settings and the

varying level of XP adoption. This paper reports the first

results (concrete data from 2/5 releases) from a

controlled extreme programming case study. Four

software engineers were acquired to implement a system

in a tight delivery schedule of eight weeks. Development

environment was close to the agile home ground. A

comparison of the collected data from the first two

releases is provided. Analysis shows that while the first

release is a learning effort for all stakeholders, the second

release shows clear improvement in all regards, e.g.,

estimation accuracy is improved by 26%, productivity

was increased by 12 locs/hour and yet the post-release

defect rate remained low, i.e., 2.1 defects/KLoc.

1. Introduction

Agile methods and principles have gained a significant

amount of attention in the field of software engineering in

just few years. The roots of agile software development

can be traced back as early as 1960’s and even beyond

[1]. The starting point for the movement, however, was

actually in mid 1990’s [2]. Since then, several methods

[for an overview, see e.g., 3] have been developed that

claim conformance to agile principles explicated in agile

manifesto (www.agilemanifesto.org.).

Extreme programming (XP), a method developed by

Beck [4], is the most well known of the agile methods.

While a number of XP books1 [5-11] and experience

reports [e.g., 12, 13-17] have been published, less is

1 The XP series by Addison-Wesley has published already 10+ books on

different facets of the Extreme Programming with more to come. The

citations here serve as examples.

known about the empirical and scientific validity of the

method [18-20]. Moreover, XP has been critiqued against

for embracing the hacker’s culture and thus neglecting the

product and process quality viewpoints [e.g., 21].

This paper reports the first results from a controlled

case study where XP process and resulting product quality

have been under scrutiny. A team of four developers has

been acquired to implement a system (code-named for

eXpert) for managing the research data obtained over

years at a large Finnish research institute. The consortium

had already acquired the development of a similar system

from an IT provider. That system is promised to be in use

late this year (pilot testing is currently ongoing). EXpert,

however, aims at providing a subset of this functionality

within just eight weeks. The development schedule and

resources were fixed. Flexibility was reserved to the

delivered functionality. The requirements for the system

were not, however, well known before the project was

initiated since the participating stakeholders were not

familiar with the other system. The author of this paper

represented customer organization’s management to the

development team.

The results reported in the paper contain the data

obtained from the first two functional system releases

delivered after two and four weeks into the eight week

project, respectively. The results have been very

promising from the customer’s point of view. Due to lack

of concrete data on XP practices and process, this paper

concentrates on analyzing the differences between the

concrete data obtained over the two releases. Results

shows that while the first release is a learning effort for all

stakeholders, the second release shows clear improvement

in many regards. The estimation accuracy is improved by

26% and productivity was increased by 12 locs/hour. Yet,

the post-release defect rate remained low, i.e., 2.1

defects/KLoc.

The paper is organized as follows. The following

section introduces in brief the purpose of the XP method.

This is followed by a description of how the research was

performed, the results and the discussion. The paper is

concluded with final remarks.
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2. Extreme Programming

Extreme Programming is one of several agile software

development methods that have emerged in the past few

years. Of all the existing agile methods, XP however is the

most well known. XP was first introduced in [22] and it

focuses on delivering immediate business value to the

customer. The XP process can be characterized by short

development cycles, incremental planning, evolutionary

design, and its ability to response to changing business

needs. The method itself is built around what appears to

be easy-to-understand set of practices, which have been

documented in the literature (see references for details).

These practices are planning game, small releases,

metaphor, simple design, testing (test-driven

development), refactoring, pair programming, collective

ownership, continuous integration, 40-hour work week

(also known as sustainable pace) and on-site customer,

just rules and open workspace. In addition, spikes [8] is

also often associated to the XP method’s practices.

The XP method is designed to meet the needs of a

skilled small (i.e., less than 10 developers) team that is

working in a co-located office together with the customer

developing software that is not safety-critical on an object-

oriented technology [4]. This type of situation is what can

be called an ideal surrounding for the XP method or what

Boehm [23] calls an agile home ground. This case study

falls within this description.

3. Research design

This section describes how the research design for the

study is laid out.

3.1. Research method

The title of the paper indicates the use of a case study

research method [e.g., 24]. However, the boundaries

between different research methodologies and data

collection techniques are often overlapping to certain

extent [25], which is evidenced in this study. Cunningham

[26], for example, relates action research as one form of

case study research. In action research the focus is more

on what practitioners do rather than what they say they do

[27]. This certainly is the position taken in this study.

Moreover, Järvinen [28] follows Oquist [29] and argues

that action produces knowledge to guide practice, which is

the principal aim of this study. In action research, the

modification of reality requires the possibility to intervene

[30]. The author was in the role of management in the

study and mediated the release post-mortem analysis [31]

sessions, which were performed after each software

release. In the post-mortem analysis session the project

team proposed changes to the implementation process.

Thus, the origins for modification of reality came from the

project team, not from the researchers.

The term “controlled” in the paper’s title is used

purposefully. This comes from an observation that the

researchers were in a position to design the

implementation environment (see next subsection of

research setting) beforehand. Using a taxonomy proposed

by Baskerville and Wood-Harper [32], the main type of

research – case study or action research – methodology

employed was that of participatory “action research”, in

which the investigator participates (or intervenes) in

organizational daily work and treats subjects as equal co-

workers. The level of author’s involvement differed from

mere observation (i.e., through obtained data) to actual

implementation (i.e., post-mortem analysis session, daily

meetings with the project team). The focus is on

organizational development and advancing scientific

knowledge on the subject matter for academia. In this

case, advancing scientific knowledge implies the effort to

explore and to understand the process of extreme

programming in the context of developing information

systems.

3.2. Research setting

A team of four developers was acquired to implement a

system (code-named for eXpert) for managing the

research data obtained over years at a Finnish research

institute. A metaphor that better describes the intended

purpose of the system is a large “virtual file cabinet”,

which holds a large number of organized rich (i.e.,

annotated) links to physical or web-based resources. The

system is an web-based client-server solution.

Item Description

Language Java (JRE 1.4.1), JSP (2.0)

Database MySQL (Core 4.0.9 NT, Java

connector 2.0.14)

Development Environment Eclipse (2.1)

SCM CVS (1.11.2); integrated to

Eclipse.

Documents MS Office XP

Web Server Apache Tomcat (4.1)

Table 1. Technical implementation environment

The four developers were 5-6
th

 year students with 1-4

years of industrial experience in software development.

Team members were well-versed in the java programming

language and object-oriented analysis and design

approaches. Two weeks prior to project launch the team

performed a self-study by studying two basic books on XP

[i.e., 4, 8]. A two day hands-on training on XP practices,
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the development environment and software configuration

management tools was organized to ensure that the team

has a basic understanding on XP issues and the technical

environment. Table 1 shows the details of the technical

environment used for the development of eXpert system.

Thus, this study focuses on a development team that is

novice to extreme programming practices.

The team worked in a co-located development

environment. The customer (i.e., a representative from the

research institute) shared the same office space with the

development team. The office space and workstations

were organized according to the suggestions made in the

XP literature to support efficient teamwork. Unused

bookshelves, as an example, were removed in order to

have a maximum amount of empty wall space for user

stories and task breakdowns, architecture description, etc.

4. Results

As indicated earlier, due to a lack of empirical data from

XP process, this paper concentrate on reporting concrete

metrics data obtained from the first two releases. Thus,

while qualitative data has been collected on XP practices

and the process, they will be reported elsewhere. The

concrete metrics involve effort usage for each task and XP

practice with a precision of 1 minute, development work

size using automated counters for Java and JSP,

development time defects (including type, severity), post-

release defects (found by 17 allocated system testers) and

the number of enhancement suggestions made by testers.

Work commit size was drawn from the CVS tool. The

quality of the data obtained was systematically monitored

by the project manager, dedicated metrics responsible and

the on-site customer.

Collected data Release 1 Release 2 Total

Total work effort (h) 195 190 385

Task allocated actual hours 136 (70%) 95 (50%) 231 (60%)

# LOCs implemented in a release 1821 2386 4207

Team productivity (loc/hour) 13.39 25.12 18.21

# User stories implemented 5 8 13

# User stories postponed for next release 0 1 1

User story effort (actual, median, h) 10.1 8.3 9.2

User story effort (actual, max, h) 63.1 26.9 63.1

# Tasks defined 10 30 40

Task effort (actual, median, h) 11.7 2.9 4.1

Task effort (actual, max, h) 32.3 8.8 32.3

# post-release defects 4 5 9

Post-release defects/KLoc 2.19 2.10 2.14

# post-release enhancement suggestions 11 12 23

Pair programming (%) 92 73 82

Customer involvement (%) 5 6 5.3

Table 2. Concrete data from two-week releases

Table 2 shows the data obtained from the first two

releases. The total column shows the cumulative data from

the two releases.

Total work effort dedicated to project work remained

constant in the first two releases. However, the direct

hours dedicated to tasks was reduced from 70% to 50%.

None-task allocated work was the effort spent to planning-

game, data collection, project meetings, brainstorming,

coaching and not anticipated extra pre-release testing. The

team productivity did however improve from 13.39 to

25.12 loc/hour. The first release contained tasks not

related to user functionality such as finalizing the

technical set up of the development environment. This

explains partly the increase in team productivity.

The team implemented five user stories in the first

release and eight in the second. The median user story size

(hours) for the first release was 10.1 hours and 8.3 for the

second. The maximum size of a user story in the first

release was 63.1 hours. In the second release, the

maximum size was reduced to 26.9 hours. While only 10

tasks were defined for the first release, the second release

contained already 30 tasks. Similarly, the median size of a

task was reduced from 11.7 to 2.9 hours, and the

maximum size of a task was reduced from 32.3 to 8.8

hours.

17 testers were allocated for a brief (i.e., max 45min)

and intensive (i.e., testing was to be performed within four

hours from system release) user functionality test. Testers

discovered four defects after the first release and five

defects after the second release. The defect density for the

first release was thus 2.19 defects/KLoc and 2.10 for the

second. The defect density was found to be satisfactory

giving an indication of the overall product quality. Testers

also proposed 11 enhancements (i.e., new or improved

functionality) after the first release and 12 following the

second release.
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Pair programming was extensively practiced in the

development of the first release (92%) but was reduced to

70% in the second release. While the customer shared the

same office with the development team and thus was

present close to 100% of the total time, the actual

customer involvement was only 5% in the first release and

6% in the second release.

Figure 1 displays the overall effort distribution for the

first two development cycles. Data shows that in this

project roughly 9% is required for planning the release

contents. Project management activities, which include

data analysis, monitoring the progress of the project and

the development of project plan require 11% of the total

effort. Coding in terms of unit test development,

production code, development spikes and refactoring take

54% of the total effort. Daily project meetings took 7%

and the overhead caused by data collection was only 2%.

All the design documentation including architectural

description is displayed in the walls of the development

room. The effort spent on an “design” phase is only 2%.

This is actually the time used for architecture design. The

simple design practice involved in the pair programming

coding was not separately tracked. The principal amount

of effort was spent directly on tasks, 68% in the first

release and 54% on the second release.

User stories and tasks were documented and displayed

in the walls as well. The system documentation for the

maintenance purposes will be produced in the last two

releases when the system architecture and the user

functionality has stabilized enough and is not subject to

constant changes.

Figure 1. Effort distribution (%)

XP literature has argued that the first release for a

novice XP team is a significant learning effort. This

argument is supported by the data obtained from this

study. Figure 2 shows how the development team learned

to decompose the customer defined user stories in smaller

segments, which facilitated the project monitoring as well

as the story development. Actual effort spent to

implementing a task was reduced also significantly. The

difference is also clear in the variance indicating better

story and task definition.

User story effort estimates are derived from the task

estimates. Literature has shown that an ability to estimate

accurately is a skill that is learned over time [33]. As

suspected, the team had major difficulties in decomposing

the contents of the first release into tasks that can be

accurately estimated as shown in Figure 3. Estimation

accuracy does not appear to improve for the second

release but when the actual effort expenditure (in terms of

hours, lower graph) caused by a faulty estimate is

inspected, the median value (based on 30 tasks) is close to

zero hours (i.e., for the second release). This indicates that

while the estimates were not accurate (note, tasks were

mostly overestimated), the problem was mitigated by

having defined considerably smaller tasks. The project

manager was able to take necessary actions on daily rather

than on weekly basis.
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ACTUAL TASK BASED EFFORT USAGE

ACTUAL STORY BASED EFFORT USAGE

Figure 2. Actual effort spent for user stories and tasks

ESTIMATION ACCURACY: USER STORIES, ERROR IN %

ESTIMATION ACCURACY: USER STORIES, ERROR IN EFFORT EXPENDITURE (HOURS)

Figure 3. Estimation accuracy

5. Discussion

The results presented in the previous section

emphasized the differences between the two system

releases in the eXpert project from several viewpoints.

An important finding that can be identified already at

this stage of the project is the little need for actual

customer involvement in the project. This finding is not in

line with the XP literature. Many authors [e.g., 34, 35, 36]

maintain that often customer’s work effort is very high. In

this case, while customer was present close to 100% of the

total time, only 5.3% of his work effort was required to

assist the development team in the development. However,

the mere presence of the customer was highly appreciated

by the development team. They viewed that the customer
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organization values the system high and this was seen to

work as a motivating factor for the team. Thus, regardless

of the required effort usage, on-site customer can be seen

as an important stakeholder in the project. It should be

noted that in this case study, customer did not develop

acceptance tests. He was performing this task manually at

the end of each release cycle.

As stated earlier, the post-release defect density was at

an acceptable level, i.e. 2.19 and 2.10 defects/Kloc,

respectively. This result can be seen positive from three

perspectives. First, an early insight was gained to the

overall product quality. If more bugs would have been

discovered, necessary actions could have been taken

rapidly to mitigate the problem with defects. Second, the

testing team forms a part of the user group who will make

use of the system when it is finally released. Thus, apart

from testing the user functionality, they had an

opportunity to influence the content of the future releases.

Research has shown that user involvement in the systems

development process has a positive impact on the

subsequent system adoption and use [37]. In the two

releases altogether 23 new or enhanced user functionality

suggestions were received. Also, the eXpert testers were

able to observe how the development proceeds from the

very first release to the final fully functional system. The

third advantage related to low defect density and the

testing process is the rapid feedback acquired for the

development team. The customer representative collected

and categorized the suggestions (and bugs) reported over

the weekend and presented the results on the following

Monday to the development team – another sign

demonstrating customer commitment to the project.

Pair programming is one of the most researched XP

practices [see e.g., 38, 39-44]. In the first release, 92% of

the programming effort was done in pairs. This was

reduced to 73% in the next release. Williams [39] has

argued that only after having effectively experimented

with the pair programming practice, an estimation can be

made where it delivers the most value and where it proves

ineffective. Clearly, two weeks is not sufficient for a

through evaluation of a single practice but due to the tight

delivery schedule, the team was able to make decisions

regarding each practice in the post-release analysis.

However, the fact that the pair programming time

remained above 70% in the second release demonstrates

that the team felt comfortable with it. More importantly,

the development time productivity achieved in the second

release (i.e., 25.12 Loc/hour) is close to the same as e.g.

PSP research [45] has consistently shown. The fact that

the pair programming was less practiced in the second

release and at the same time the productivity was

increased is not necessarily related since the first release

contained tasks not related to delivering user functionality,

e.g., database configurations, software installations.

In software engineering in general, accurate effort

estimates are difficult to attain [33]. Initial estimates can

often be better regarded as “guesstimates” [46]. Regarding

the XP process of producing the estimates, McBreen [21,

p. 60] was doubtful about the value of XP planning game:

“The accuracy of the estimates produced during the

planning game needs to be investigated, especially for

organizations that are just adopting XP. [...] I wonder how

long it takes a new XP team to get good at the Planning

Game.” This paper gives some concrete results in this

regard. The estimation accuracy was improved in terms of

estimation error (median error reduced from –48% to –

22%) and mis-allocated development time due to

inaccurate estimations was also reduced from 5.8h to 0.8h.

To support this finding, Langr [47] argued that “Initial

estimates are going to be inaccurate in any process. In XP,

the team has lots of opportunities to estimate and to learn

how to do it well – the team hones their estimating skills

every two weeks.” This study thus supports Langr’s

argument. Our findings indicate that a novice XP team is

very careful about making too optimistic estimates.

However, it took them only two weeks to realize this. The

team in this study continued to overestimate in the second

release but the accuracy was improved dramatically.

Learning to execute the planning game routines was

facilitated by a clear agreement on the procedures, roles

and responsibilities.

Only one story implementation has been postponed so

far. This did not come as a surprise for the customer since

he was present, and he gave the approval after having

consulted with the management about the change in the

release contents. It was agreed before the project started

that the release date should not be postponed but the

content can be negotiated if the team so desires. This is in

line with what Humphrey [48] discusses about making a

commitment and keeping it. The team commits to the

release schedule and the contents are negotiated. If any

changes are to be made, an early warning must be given.

One of the goals for the project was that no overtime work

is needed. So far, this has been achieved.

Finally, and most importantly, the development team

has convinced the customer organization that they are able

to deliver the system within the time limits defined. The

only concern is that the customer organization becomes

eager to want more functionality that the development

schedule allows.

6. Conclusions

Agile movement has gained significant attention in the

software engineering community in the last few years.

While concrete data about the various aspects of the XP

process are emerging, less data is available regarding the

resulting product. This may be due to the fact that
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companies are not willing to reveal these details. This

paper reports the first results from a controlled case study

where a team of four developers was acquired to develop

a fully operational system for managing the research

institute’s research data in eight weeks. Due to the tight

schedule, the functionality was not fixed. The concrete

results reported are based on the first two system releases.

The resulting product was tested by 17 testers who used a

maximum of 45 minutes to test the defined user

functionality. The data shows that the post-release defect

rate was 2.1 defects/Kloc, which can be seen acceptable

for a product yet at production state. The comparison of

the results from the first two releases shows furthermore

that there is a rather steep learning curve when adopting

the XP process for a team that is novice in XP practices.

The first release thus is basically about learning while the

second release already shows improvement in all regards.

For example, the user and task definition skills are

improved as well as the estimation skills. For the specific

details see section three.

It should be noted that the team collected more data

about their work than is the case usually. This was

achieved by placing value on the data collection. This is in

accordance to basic values of agile thinking. The

development team is designed to deliver business value

for the customer organization. The research institute had

thus a dual goal for the project. The issue of data

collection was addressed before the project and

periodically re-enforced by having the management to ask

to see some of the basic data. While the data collection

and recording took only about 2% of the total

development time, it was found to be an issue producing

discomfort. If the client organization does not require

detailed data about the development process, the team

may easily lag behind in data collection. For this, certain

data collection rules must be established within the

development team. In our case, the team decided to put up

a sheet on the wall where each developer will sign their

name after the data has been recorded at the end of the

working day to ensure that the commitment to collect and

record data has been met.

The data obtained can be used by other organizations

working in similar – i.e. close to the agile home ground –

environment. Especially, attention should be paid in

designing how much effort can be allocated to tasks. This

study has shown that at least in the beginning of an XP

project, no more than 50-60% of work effort should be

allocated directly to tasks. Also, project management

appears to require more effort than initially thought.

We will continue to follow up the development process

and will report the concrete results from the project as a

whole when the system is delivered. The resulting product

quality will be inspected from different perspectives

including the system code quality. Qualitative data about

the process and practices are being collected

systematically throughout the development project and all

participating stakeholders will be interviewed to evaluate

the progress. We believe that the data reported in this

paper is of value for practitioners and researchers in the

field. More concrete data is needed for the agile

movement to progress beyond the practicing enthusiastic.

While software professionals seek a rational basis for

making a decision which method they should adopt, the

scientific and empirical foundation for such a

rationalization is often missing. Fenton [49] reminded

that methods introduced continue be based more on faith

than on empirical data. There is no quick solution to this

problem. As an answer, Fenton suggested that only by

gradually contributing to the empirical body of knowledge

within the specific area of application are we as

researchers and practitioners in a better position to make

our decisions on the methods and practices we want to

use. This paper has served for this specific purpose.
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